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I think this one is just a misprint, as the printer works perfectly fine on Windows 7 64-bit. Unfortunately the installation is just as usual. It asks if you want to replace your existing
Windows and shows you the option to install over it, and then asks if you want to use an existing partition. So you have to select the existing partition that your Windows is on.

Then, choose Custom (advanced partitioning), in the manual partitioning menu, just enter 1024 MB for Total Space, 320 MB for your C:, and 1259 MB for your D:. I did not have any
Free Space so I left it at 1024 MB. I would suggest you to leave C: with small size, as this will be the partition that stores Windows. You will notice that you cannot make this

partition a Primary partition though, as this is the one that you selected to install over. And we must assign it a physical drive letter like C:. I named it My Documents. After doing all
of these steps, I noticed that you can run Windows from a downloaded bootable medium you created earlier, though you need to install it into that bootable medium. Here is the
trick for you, so as to make it boot from the USB drive. Load the bootable medium into a virtual machine, install it on it, reboot the virtual machine, press the esc key when the

machine shows up again, and chose the option to boot from USB device. Finally you should be able to boot into Windows 7. Hi, I took the same steps as tto the 2133 install on 11.3
and it installed fine. It was easy. I was able to boot from the windows installer disc. As far as I know this printer is supported on 10.10, 11.0 or 11.1.
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After install the drivers need you to turn off your
mininote or restart it! If you try to restart without
turning the mininote off you will get a blue screen
when the hp bios scans the usb drive. If you then

try again and reboot it will not detect the usb
drive! Now the drive is bootable and you can

select Windows XP from there (if you do not have
Win7 or Win8 yet, you can use your stick to

partition you drive and install Win7 or Win8 on it
and then install XP on the other partition, just
make sure you can boot it from the USB drive

first). I was not able to install Win7 and Win8 from
bootable usb without a bootable partition! If you

can boot your usb drive (mininote) without having
a drive letter H:E:F:G: you can partition it using
the PE tool and install windows on the USB drive

and do NOT have to reboot to install it - very neat!
I was not able to install Win7 and Win8 from

bootable usb without a bootable partition! If you
can boot your usb drive (mininote) without having

a drive letter H:E:F:G: you can partition it using
the PE tool and install windows on the USB drive

and do NOT have to reboot to install it - very neat!
The reason the installation is taking so long is that
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you are loading all the drivers for the HP 2133
that are available in the repositories (this is the

default option), but for most of the product areas,
there are not drivers available. To get around this,
I use the following line as part of my Kickstart file,

to include a little extra repository that contains
the drivers for the specific product areas.

5ec8ef588b
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